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4. Rationale:

Clinically useful risk scores already exist to estimate either risk of provoked VTE in a medical setting or recurrent VTE.

On the other hand, there are few published risk scores—polygenic or clinical—for incident unprovoked VTE. From the Leiden case-control study, de Haan et al. published a 5-variant genetic risk score (GRS) and showed the GRS contributed to VTE prediction beyond a clinical risk score (1). We replicated an association of the GRS in ARIC whites but not blacks (2). We and others also have shown that Life’s Simple 7 (LS7) is associated with incident VTE (3-5). Moreover, LS7 and the deHaan GRS seem to contribute independently to prediction of VTE (ARIC MS 3094, submitted). Recently, Klarin et al. reported a large prospective study associating VTE with a GRS nearly 300 variants (6).
We now would like to examine the risk scores further, namely the large Klarin GRS compared with deHaan’s GRS, as well as develop a combination risk score to try to predict incident total and unprovoked VTE.

5. Main Hypothesis/Study Questions:

- Does the Klarin GRS predict total and unprovoked VTE better than the deHaan 5-SNP score?

- How well can the combination of best GRS, lifestyle (LS7), and other VTE risk factors, put into a global risk score. “predict” VTE in whites and blacks of ARIC?

6. Design and analysis (study design, inclusion/exclusion, outcome and other variables of interest with specific reference to the time of their collection, summary of data analysis, and any anticipated methodologic limitations or challenges if present).

Design: prospective using V1 exposures

Exclusions: baseline VTE history, use of anticoagulants, no permission to use genetic info, missing data on exposures

Outcome: validated VTE (total and unprovoked) through 2015

Exposures: age, race, sex, history of cancer, LS7 components, principal components for ancestry, all genetic variants (to create the de Haan and Klarin risk scores), possibly some other clinical variables

Main analysis method: Cox models relating total and unprovoked VTE to listed exposures (including GRSs). Testing of goodness of fit, discrimination, calibration by standard methods. Focus first on whether we can replicate the Klarin findings in whites and blacks separately; then, compare the two GRS; then, development of combined clinical and GRS risk score.

Supplementary analysis: In passing, we will also see if the Klarin GRS also predicts cancer related VTE.
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